hopes that he could work his voodoo in saving the nation, only to put every obstacle in his way to deny him a legacy. Anyone with historical hindsight would have prognosticated the widespread "unblackening" of the nation, as comedian Larry Wilmore aptly called it, that would ensue. True to character, the country in 2016 elects an openly racist, misogynist, war-mongering, Islamaphobic, transphobic incompetent white male real estate mogul with orange hair. Like 1976, the racial state of America in 2016 proffered the promise of progress only to dash it with undeniable blacklash.
The lifespan of the earth is measured in eons, that of powerful nations in centuries, that of political movements in eras, that of intellectual fads in generations, that of politicians from election to election, and that of technological innovation by the latest gizmo on the market. How does one measure the lifespan of a journal of culture?
That an under-resourced journal devoted to documenting, appraising, and uplifting black culture could survive and flourish amidst the technological, political, social, economic, and racial ups and downs of forty years is nothing less than astonishing.
Born at America's bicentennial and the year of deconstruction's arrival to American shores, Callaloo was founded at a time that could be seen as hauntingly inauspicious for any endeavor aimed at advancing black culture and arts. There were millions of Allan Bakkes clamoring that white men were the true racial victims. The political sphere was tilting ever rightward, tired of seeking racial remedies to a Negro Problem that it never wanted to solve; the religious right was emerging with its own covert anti-black agenda; and academe, disrupted by a decade of social agitation, had trained its gaze toward the high theory of continental Europe in its own covert way of decentering the rising attention to black culture. After years of urban uprisings sparked by the racial frustration fueling Black Power, African American youth seemed directionless. Despite the trickle of African American scholars into formerly white universities on the promise of a black studies renaissance, the resources devoted to these new programs were sparse and in the minds of the established culturalti, blackness remained marginal-at best. The Black Arts Movement, ensconced in its Black Aesthetic, seemed to be waning, in the midst of an American mass imaginary that yearned for Happy Days in whiteface and Good Times in blackface, TV shows that both debuted in 1974.
What could the founders of Callaloo have been hoping? What could they have been thinking? What were the prospects for a little magazine committed to black culture in the midst of an American cultural blacklash? The founders' vision was so capacious that a quarterly journal could not contain its ambitions. It all started with a literary quarterly, but it quickly became a multifaceted cultural project. The Callaloo project.
How do you measure the lifespan of the Callaloo project? On the achievement of its 40th birthday, it is not enough to measure it in years, decades, generations, or eras. And it is certainly not appropriate to measure it by the plethora of fads that it has witnessed, interrogated, withstood, and survived with its integrity intact and its focus on the genius of blackness unblurred. Let's measure it, instead, by the incalculable contributions that it has made, continues to make, and will continue to make in the wake of white nationalist revivalism, white administrative depletion of its resources, and white academe's sunshine patronage of black scholarship and creativity. As has been the case for African and African Diasporan culture for centuries, the deepest value derives from that which cannot be measured-an incalculable enrichment of human "capital," whereby "capital" is wrenched from its economic basis to signify instead the spread and intensification of human creativity and thought. For a people whose common history is bound by enriching the world's creativity against the brunt of systems intended to reduce them to expropriable property, whether enslavement or imperialism, the Callaloo project stands as a witness, a testament, a platform, a guide, and an archive.
In this sense, in which culture is burnished in a racial cauldron, the Callaloo project is a laboratory of cultural invention, and poetic innovation has always been a pivotal dimension of this project. Consider the forty-year curriculum of Callaloo, the whole intellectual and artistic enterprise, not just the quarterly journal, in light of its anniversary year 2016. In the pages of the quarterly for 2016, we can read poetry not only by esteemed black US poets like Nathaniel Mackey, Carl Phillips, and Leslie Marie Aquilar, but also UK poets Dante Micheaux and Zakia Carpenter Hall, Canadian George Elliott Clarke, Ugandan Nick Makoha, Sudanese American Safia Elhilo, Somali American Ladan Osman, Ghanaian American Ama Codjoe, Dominican American Elizabeth Acevedo, Haitian American McKendy Fils-Aimé, Jamaican American Safia Sinclair, Trinidadian Rochelle Smith, St. Thomas native Nicole Sealey, Belize native Gerardo Polanco, Costa Rican American Hilda Davis, Iranians Navid Sinaki and Odam Olaki, and Hong Kong poet Mary Jean Chang.
What does this impressive catalogue reveal? It bespeaks the genuine globalism of Callaloo's reach-a Diasporan dialogue that hails from East Asia to the West Indies, from the Middle East to South America and beyond. Long a forté of the Callaloo project, poetry has been an especially diverse and transformative métier. Lovers of poetry look to Callaloo for inspiration, challenge, insight, and instigation. Although prize winnings are only one measure, they are valued by the literary establishment, and Callaloo-affiliated poets are noticeably visible among the most prestigious. In holding in perpetuity these valuable voices in print, Callaloo is a world treasure chest.
For Callaloo, despite being such a treasure chest, value is not a fixed property; it is one constantly being tested, interrogated, puzzled, and transformed. This is so across the genres. In the 2016 quarterly we discover fiction by Nigerian Chekwube O. Danladi, Nigerian American Afabwaje Kurian, Ethiopian American Rebekah Kebebe, among others. In nonfiction Jacinda Townsend, Calvin Walds, UK author Fred D'Aguiar, and Trinidadian Rochelle Smith, among others. While acknowledging the traditions that generic categories proffer, Callaloo does not abide by boundaries. You'll find an author in one issue writing poetry, in another composing creative nonfiction, and in another a critical article. And the breadth of criticism is truly unpredictably vast, ranging across a cavalcade of periods, nationalities, linguistic traditions, and critical approaches. In the 2016 quarterly, you'll find essays on the 1919 Pan-African Congress; anti-fascism and the global race woman; Creole folklore in the Federal Writers' Project; vodou street sculpture in Port-au-Prince; bioregionalism in the plays of August Wilson; the blues aesthetic in Paule Marshall's fiction; and the geopolitics of Post-Imperial England.
True to its experimental charge, it's not surprising to find an illustrated essay documenting the various kinds of artwork that have taken Frederick Douglass as their subject. Each issue of Callaloo is an eye-popping gallery of international art-so much so that the two score years of volumes taken together embody a well-curated Diasporan museum. In 2016, we find Ethiopian Dawit Abebe, Senegalese American photographer Omar Victor Diop, St. Lucian Llewellyn Xavier, as well as work by Amy Sherald, Jennifer Packer, Rachel Eliza Griffiths, and Fletcher Williams III, among others. Visual art has been so critical to the Callaloo project that the quarterly was not large enough to behold its riches. The annual Callaloo • Art, as a result, has been instrumental in making us see anew, for instance, the riveting impact of "regional" art on national and Diasporan culture. Take, for example, the special issue on Washington, DC's art scene, including a focus on the design, curation, and exhibition of the newly opened National Museum of African American History and Culture. While Africa's indelible influence on the music of the world has been undeniable, the Callaloo project is opening eyes to the fact of a commensurate influence on the visual arts.
If its art collection comprises a museum, Callaloo's foundation is a moveable classroom, where pedagogy itself is constantly transformed through the experience of Diasporan subjects. The Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop-held annually in the West Indies, the United Kingdom, and North America-is a testament to the idea that culture is not fixed, especially African Diasporan culture. From its founding Callaloo recognized the "classics" in literature, art, and thought but never as a fixation, as an objective of fixing in stone the meanings, forms, and significance of these traditions. Emerging writers learn their craft by probing deeply into these classic traditions while also honoring the veracity of their own voices and experiences, and the compelling stories crying to be told from the particular perspectives of their own times in the tangible forms that bespeak the uniqueness of those times. You'll see students of the workshops published in the country's most esteemed literary periodicals and volumes, and, of course, in Callaloo, which provides a home for experimentation and confirmation in the development of their craft.
As it teaches and learns from each next generation, because Callaloo has played such a vital role in the careers of so many Diaspora poets, novelists, artists, and scholars, it also serves as an archive through which we can trace the development of our cultural creators. The spring issue, for instance, contains a special section on Greg Pardlo, including an interview with Editor Charles Rowell. For any student of African Diasporan culture, Callaloo's plethora of interviews, especially with Rowell, over forty years provides an ongoing forum where cultural makers reflect on the culture that they make. These special sections and interviews highlight important voices across Africa and the Diaspora, reflecting a diversity of experiences, movements, ideologies, and aesthetics. Where else would you find a lively conversation among seven black contemporary poets addressing what it means to compose and publish poetry as black artists at this particular historical moment, as can be found in "Coming to the Clearing: Contemporary Black Poets in Conversation," in the spring 2016 issue? Any student of poetry of any race would be well advised to drop in on this conversation if they want to understand the currency of poetic invention. Where else will you find in a single volume interviews with Mari Evans, Sylvanie Diouf, and Carrol F. Coates?
If the foundation of the Callaloo project resides in its wide-ranging classroom pedagogy, it also serves as a Diaspora wailing wall, where the lives and careers of those who have crossed over Jordan can find a welcome resting place. Callaloo publicly mourns and commemorates those who have helped to reshape Diaspora culture and arts. The fall issue, for instance, includes a touching memorial from colleagues and students to Joseph E. Skerrett, Jr., whose unique scholarly temperament and exemplary mentorship are fittingly etched into the journal's pages for future generations. The fall issue contains a similar tribute to fiction writer James Alan McPherson. For Callaloo, to forget the ancestors on whose shoulders we gain our bearing is to forget ourselves and forsake our future.
In addition to being a laboratory, treasure chest, forum, archive, gallery, museum, classroom, and wailing wall, the journal is a textbook. One could take any issue of the journal as the basis for a lecture on late-twentieth-century and contemporary Diaspora creative and intellectual arts. And to study the whole forty years would endow a lifelong curriculum.
Finally, the Callaloo project is a community commons, the Diaspora's village compoundnot rejecting the digital technologies invented in the quarterly's inaugural year but instead capitalizing on those technologies to re-invest in our common intellectual conversation in person, person to person. The intellectual and creative energies of the Callaloo project are made manifest in the flesh through its annual conferences. In the age of digital reproduction, it can be easy to lose sight of how the voice must also be heard in real time in situ. Although Callaloo has made use of all the new digital technologies that have arrived since 1976, it has committed as well to this African value of the village compound. Like an extended family that reunions to rekindle blood ties, the Callaloo family convenes in venues as far-flung as Addis Ababa, New Orleans, Providence, and Oxford. And like a big family, we meet not only to reminisce about the race's long past but also to argue, commiserate, challenge, and affirm one another in our individual and collective pursuits. If Diaspora in one sense implies the dispersion of a people, the Callaloo ConferenCe expresses a deeper sense of what it means to converge-to convene, congregate, confer, confide, and conjure across the broad geographic spectrum from which we variously hail. The import of these gatherings, then, resides as much in the extemporaneous exchange that occurs over coffee as in the formal talks and responses that showcase the glorious cultural and intellectual divergences within our commons.
It is thus most fitting that we celebrated Callaloo's 40th anniversary not in one venue, but in two, Oxford University and New York University. If you excavate the roster of Callaloo ConferenCes, you'll find that they often converge in such centers of imperial culture, in metropoles and institutions that got rich on our ancestors' blood. On such occasions, Callaloo not only speaks from within the beast but also speaks back to it with a polite but relentlessly rigorous challenge. At New York University in October 2016, leading artists and scholars came together both to commemorate and to renew the charge. The keynote was delivered by Anthony Bogues, eminent Caribbean political theorist and historian and Director of Brown University's Center on the Study of Slavery and Justice-one whose resumé embodies the kind of groundbreaking intellectual work that the Callaloo project seeks to nourish and safeguard. Similarly, the Oxford portion of the conference was graciously hosted by Pembroke College during America's Thanksgiving Holiday. Callaloo convened again to celebrate and to challenge. Among the many memorable moments were responses by two of the youngest conferees, Jonathan Howard and Ebony Bailey, who each in his or her own way expressed heart-felt gratitude for Callaloo's existence as a homebase for cultivating and knitting their own intellectual ambitions into a larger community of creative thought.
What would the last forty years of African Diasporan cultural creation have been without Callaloo's witness, nourishment, and demand? It is impossible to say. Fortunately, that is a past we need not imagine. And because the journals, conferences, and the website comprise a cultural repository whose treasures we can mine, that past is writ large and deep within the Callaloo project itself. And if the past is a measure of the future, we can be assured that we need not speculate on a future without Callaloo. In the time-honored faith of our ancestors, we instead expect and demand such a future, though one whose specific shape we dare not prophesy. Here's to the first forty-and to all those who struggled so hard to achieve this youthful middle age. And here's to the next forty-and to all those eager, hungry generations yet to feast at Callaloo's abounding table.
